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Abstract. We present a novel approach for adaptive foreground/background segmentation in non-static environments using multiview silhouette fusion. Our focus is on coping with moving objects in the background
and influences of lighting conditions. It is shown, that by integrating 3d
scene information, background motion can be compensated to achieve
a better segmentation and a less error prone 3d reconstruction of the
foreground. The proposed algorithm is based on a closed loop idea of
segmentation and 3d reconstruction in form of a low level vision feedback
system. The functionality of our approach is evaluated on two different
data sets in this paper and the benefits of our algorithm are finally shown
based on a quantitative error analysis.
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Introduction

Current image based human motion capture frameworks focus most frequently
on the segmentation and tracking of moving body parts in static laboratory
environments with controlled lighting conditions [1–3]. Also, many frameworks
exist which focus explicitly on the detection of people in front of cluttered backgrounds (bgs) for surveillance purposes, e.g. [4]. In both cases learned foregound
(fg) and/or bg models are used for segmentation. These can be based on color,
range or previous knowledge about shape. Color based models are typically probabilistic color distributions [5], affine transformations of clusters in color spaces
[6] or code books [7]. A combined range and color based model has been proposed
in [8]. Another approach is to learn shape models of the fg [9]. The models can
be learned a priori [9] or continuously over time [5, 6, 8]. A 3d reconstruction can
be created based on this segmentation. This can be done monocular [9], with
stereo [8], multi view [1] or multi view stereo setups [10]. When using a multi
view approach, a major aspect is how to fuse the information of different views
for 3d reconstruction which can be done by either shape from stereo, shading,
?
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texture, or silhouettes (cf. [11]) with either point correspondences [10], probabilistic space carving [12, 13], energy minimization [11] or volumetric graph cuts
[10].
In [3], an approach is presented which automatically extracts fg from a multiple view setup utilizing the assumption that bg regions present some color
coherence in each image. We are presenting another approach, on the contrary,
where this assumption does not need to apply. Our approach aims for dense 3d
volume reconstructions from camera images in the context of image based analysis of gymnasts doing exercises without using markers to avoid hindering them
in their performances. The recordings should take place in natural environments
which are usually cluttered by the audience, scoring judges and advertisements,
(cf. fig. 1) and may be additionally altered by lighting influences. Thus, we have
to cope with a scenario of permanently changing bgs and hence propose an algorithm which is able to distinguish between dynamically changing fg and bg by
permanently adapting the fg and bg models to the environment which is possible by using a static multi camera setup and taking the scene geometry into
account.

Fig. 1. High bar, vault, still rings, pommel horse and floor exercises. Note the observers
and scoring judges who generate a non-static permanently changing bg. The images
were taken at the World Artistic Gymnastic Championships 2007, Germany.
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Contribution

We are proposing a new algorithm for adaptive fg/bg segmentation in scenarios,
where distracting motion exists in the bgs of many cameras. We are presenting
a solution using a calibrated multi camera setup, to compensate bg motion by
integrating 3d scene information, to achieve a better, less error prone 3d reconstruction of the fg. The fg is by definition anything which is within the volume
seen by all cameras and bg is everything outside the volume. The alogrithm is
based on a closed loop idea of segmentation and 3d reconstruction in form of a
low level vision feedback system. The main idea is to learn the fg and the bg
in terms of GMMs which are used to infer a 3d reconstruction of the scene by
probabilistic fusion. The probabilistic approach is chosen to avoid holes due to
silhouette misclassifications. The resulting 3d reconstruction is projected into
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the camera images to mask areas of fg and bg, then the GMMs are updated
using the masks from the 3d projection and the cycle will restart.
The proposed algorithm basically consists of two phases: A first initialization
phase and a second iteration phase.
In the initialization phase, a sequence of images or at least one image per
camera is utilized to learn the bg GMMs on a pixel based level in YUV color
space. Additionally, a 3d occupancy grid is set up in which for each voxel a
precalculation of the projections on all camera images is performed.
The following iteration phase consists of six consecutive iteration steps as
depicted in fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Single iteration step of fg/bg segmentation with simultaneous learning via feedback of 3d reconstruction. Boxes represent data, arrows represent dependencies.

In the first step, the fg and bg GMMs of the initialization or the previous
cycle are utilized and the current camera images are loaded and converted to
YUV color space. This data is then utilized as input for the second step.
In the second step, a probabilistic fusion [13] for 3d reconstruction is used.
This allows us to integrate the probabilities of the fg of all cameras in the 3d
reconstruction process. The probabilities are derived from the input camera images and the fg and bg GMMs. The probabilistic integration helps to cope with
errors in silhouettes. If the silhouette extraction fails in some cameras due to
ambiguity for some pixels, the probability of a voxel occupation only decreases.
If silhouettes of other cameras confirm the occupation of the same voxel with
high probability due to unambiguous fg detection, the failure of the first cameras
can be compensated.
In step three, the probabilities of occupancy are projected into camera image
masks. We are then iterating over all voxels and project all probabilities into the
masks. For each pixel, the voxel with the maximum probability on the line of
sight is stored which results in a probabilistic fg mask.
In the fourth step, the thresholded inverted fg mask is used to learn the bg.
The inverted fg mask is a more reliable indicator where to learn, than the bg
GMM itself. The bg GMM is hence updated at locations where the inverted fg
probabilities range below a certain threshold. The bg is learned conservatively,
because it is not critical to possibly leave some bg pixels unlearned. If the bg
has really changed at this locations, it can be also learned in a later step, when
due to movements of the fg a more easy discrimination is possible.
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In step five, a probabilistic fg segmentation is done using the current camera
images, the current fg GMM and the updated bg GMM.
Finally, in the sixth step, the fg GMM is learned from the current images,
the probabilistic projections and the probabilistic segmentations. In contrast to
the bg masking, the mask of the fg has to be very precise in order to avoid false
positives and to make sure that elements of the bg are not learned into the fg
GMM. This would lead to an iterative bloating of the assumed fg over time.
Thus, a logical AND operation is used on the segmentation with its very sharp
edges and the probabilistic projection, which removes possible noise in areas
outside the volume. This assures that only real fg is learned into the fg model.
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Learning

The learning section is split into three parts: Describing the bg learning in
sec. 3.1, the incorporation of shadows and illumination changes in sec. 3.2 and
the construction of our fg GMM in sec. 3.3.
3.1

Learning the Background

In the bg learning approach the discrimination of fg and bg is done on a pixel
location based level where all pixels are treated independently. C is defined to be
the random variable of the color value of a pixel and F ∈ {0, 1} to decide whether
a pixel is fg (F = 1) or bg (F = 0). The probability distributions p(c|F = 1)
and p(c|F = 0) are used to model the color distributions of the fg and the bg.
The conditional probability P (F = 0|c) that an observation of a color value c
belongs to the bg can be infered using Bayes’ rule.
Following [5], each bg pixel is modeled by a GMM with up to K components
(K between 3 and 5). We are using the YUV color space and, thus, define
ct = (c1t , c2t , c3t ) = (Yt , Ut , Vt ) to be the color value of a pixel in an image at time
t of the image sequence. The different color channels are treated stochastically
independent for simplification of the calculations. The bg likelihood, thus, is:
p(ct |Ft = 0) =

K
X
k=1

with

ωtk

3
Y

k,d
η(cdt , µk,d
t , Σt )

d=1

(1)



1
1 (x − µ)2
exp −
η(x, µ, Σ) = √
2
Σ
2πΣ

where η(c, µ, Σ) is the density function of the gaussian distribution, ωtk is the
weight of the k th gaussian component and µk,d
and Σtk,d are mean and variance
t
th
of the d color channel with d ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
k,d
At time t, a GMM with a set of coefficients (ωtk , µk,d
t , Σt ) has been built
for a specific pixel from all seen bg colors. If at t + 1 a new color value ct+1 has
been classified as bg, this color has to be integrated in the GMM. At first, we are
trying to find an already matching gaussian distribution where the distribution’s
mean differs less than 2.5 the standard deviation from the current color value.
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If no matching color distribution could be found, a new component will be
initialized or, in case the maximal number of components K has already been
reached, the component with the least evidence will be replaced, whereas evidence E is defined as the component’s weight divided by its standard deviation.
ωtk
q
3
Q
Σtk,d

Etk =

(2)

d=1

In that case, the new distribution is initialized with ct+1 as mean, an initial
variance Σinit and an initial weight ωinit .
In the opposite case, i.e. if a matching distribution is found, the distribution has to be updated with the current color value. If more than one matching
distribution is found, the component k which returns the highest probability
integrating ct+1 will be updated. The updating process is deduced from [14], to
get a better bg initialization compared to [5]. A sliding window of the past of size
L (between 20-50) is used. This is just a guiding value, since new bg is usually
integrated within one frame. For the updating process, the following variables
are defined:
(
mkt+1

=

1, if component k has been updated at step t
0, else

ωtk

1
= skt ,
t

µk,d
t

t
1 X k d
m c ,
= k
st j=1 j j

Σtk,d

,

skt

=

t
X

mkj

j=1

t
1 X k k,d
= k
m (µ − cdj )2
st j=1 j j

(3)

If t < L, the updating step is done in the following way analogous to [14]:
k
ωt+1
= ωtk +

1
(mk − ωtk ) ,
t + 1 t+1

k,d
µk,d
+
t+1 = µt

k,d
Σt+1
= Σtk,d +

mkt+1 d
(c
− µk,d
t )
skt+1 t+1

mkt+1
k,d
d
2
((µk,d
t+1 − ct+1 ) − Σt )
skt+1

(4)

The results depend only on mkt+1 and the new color values ct+1 .
In case of t ≥ L, the updating step is done in a way deduced from [14] but
modified as proposed in the implementation of [15]:
k
ωt+1
= ωtk +

1 k
(m
− ωtk ) ,
L t+1
k,d
Σt+1

=

k,d
+
µk,d
t+1 = µt

Σtk,d

mkt+1 d
(ct+1 − µk,d
t )
k
Lωt+1

mk
k,d
d
2
+ t+1
((µk,d
t+1 − ct+1 ) − Σt )
k
Lωt+1

(5)

The results of the latter case are approximations, so that the calculations again
only depend on mkt+1 and ct+1 , to reduce the memory needs of the algorithm.
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3.2

Dealing with Illumination Influences

Shadows and highlights are a problem in natural environments. In our scenario
with possible sunshine and other lighting influences, we have to cope with local
short term illumination changes. Thus, we are introducing a model for shadow
and highlight detection and – in contrast to [16] – incorporate it directly into
the bg model by extending the previously defined bg likelihood to:
p(ct |Ft = 0) =

K
3
1X kY
1
k,d
ωt
η(cdt , µk,d
t , Σt ) + p(ct |St = 1)
2
2
k=1

(6)

d=1

St ∈ {0, 1} denotes the presence of shadows or highlights. The amounts of
shadows and highlights and the bg are assumed to be equally distributed. The
shadow/highlight model is defined like the bg model whereas the current weightings ωtk of the bg components are reused:
p(ct |St = 1) =

K
X

ωtk p(ct |Stk = 1)

(7)

k=1

Assuming that a color (YB , UB , VB ) at a pixel represents bg and a color
value ct , taken at time t differs from the bg in luminance (i.e. Y ), but not
in chroma, the variable λ is defined to describe the luminance ratio with λ =
c1t
Yt
YB = µk,1 . Additional shadow and highlight thresholds are defined with: τS < 1
t
and τH > 1. A color ct is classified as shadow or highlight, if τS ≤ λ ≤ τH .
The probability density function of a component k should return 0, if λ is not
within the thresholds. Otherwise, the probability should be calculated from a 2d
probability density constructed from the chrominance channels of the bg. In the
YUV color space U and V of the color ct can not be compared directly with the
bg’s mean. Instead, a rescaling of the bg’s mean using the luminance ratio λ is
k,d
necessary first: µ0 t = λkt (µk,d
− ∆) + ∆ with d ∈ {2, 3}, where ∆ = 128 in 8
t
bit color channels. An addditional scale factor (τ −τ1 )µk,1 is needed to achieve
H
S
t
the density’s integration to result in 1. The density of a single component k is
hence defined as:

p(ct |Stk

= 1) =




1
(τH −τS )µk,1
t

Q

if τS ≤ λkt ≤ τH

d=2,3

0
3.3

k,d

η(cdt , µ0 t , Σtk,d )

(8)

else

Learning the Foreground

During fg learning only the fg pixels’ colors are of interest. The pixel locations
are, in contrast to sec. 3.1, not considered. Assuming that the current fg pixels
of a camera image are known, a per frame fg GMM can be built. The k-means
algorithm is used to partition the fg colors. The parameters of the fg GMM can
be derived from the resulting clusters.
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In contrast to the bg, the color distribution of the fg may change very fast due
to new fg objects or changes due to rotations of fg objects with differently colored
surfaces. Both cases can be handled by introducing a probability PNF (new fg)
to observe up to then unknown fg. Because of the discontinuous behavior of the
fg, the color distribution is assumed as to be uniform: U(c). This leads to the
following probability density of the fg:

p(c|F = 1) = PNF U(c) + (1 − PNF )

k
X

ω k η(c, µk , Σ k )

(9)

i=1
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3d Reconstruction by Probabilistic Fusion

Following the ideas of probabilistic fusion [13], a scene is represented by a 3d
occupation grid where each voxel of the grid contains a probability of occupation
infered from the information of fg and bg GMMs and given camera images from
multiple cameras. A voxel in the 3d grid is defined as V ∈ {0, 1} describing the
occupation state. For 3d reconstruction, V has to be projected into N cameras.
In fact, the voxel projection – dependent on the voxel sizes – possibly affects
multiple pixels. This can be incorporated by using the combined pixel information of the convex polygon of the projected voxel corners or by approximation
of a rectangle which we did in our implementation. We used the geometric mean
of the pixels likelihoods. For simplification, it is assumed in the following that
one voxel projects to exactly one pixel. In the nth camera, the voxel projection
at a certain pixel results in the random variable Cn of color values. Based on Cn ,
a decision is made to classify the pixel as fg or bg which is used to determine
the voxel occupation. The resulting causal chain reads: V → Fn → Cn where all
Fn and Cn are assumed as to be stochastically independend.
Certain a priori probabilities are now defined which will be combined to a
conditional probability in a later step. First, the probability – whether or not
a voxel is occupied – is defined as equally distributed: P (V) = 21 . Analogous to
[13] three probabilities of possible errors during reconstruction are defined. The
first error source is the probability PDF of a detection failure, i.e. that a voxel
V should be occupied, but the silhouette in camera n is erroneously classified
incorrectly (Fn = 0 instead of 1). This leads to the probability function of
an occupied voxel V: P (Fn = 0|V = 1) = PDF . The second error source is
the probability PFA of a false alarm which is the opposite of the first error,
i.e. a voxel V should not be occupied, but the silhouette in camera n is again
erroneously classified incorrectly (Fn = 1 instead of 0 this time). The third
error source is the probability PO of an obstruction, i.e. voxel V should not be
occupied, but another occupied voxel V 0 is on the same line of sight and, thus,
the corresponding pixel is classified as silhouette (Fk = 1 instead of 0). These
errors result in the following conditional probability of fg of an unoccupied voxel
V: P (Fn = 1|V = 0) = PO (1 − PDF ) + (1 − PO )PFA . Together, the combined
probability distribution of all variables is given by:
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p(V, F1 , . . . , FN , C1 , . . . , CN ) = P (V)

N
Y
n=1

P (Fn |V)

N
Y

p(Ck |Fn )

(10)

n=1

This allows to infer the probability of a voxel’s occupation under observation of
the colors c1 , . . . , cN using Bayes’ rule and the marginalization over the unknown
variables Fn :
N
Q

P (V = 1|c1 , . . . , cN ) =

P

P (Fn = f |V = 1)p(cn |Fn = f )

n=1 f ∈{0,1}

P

N
Q

P

(11)
P (Fn = f |V = v)p(cn |Fn = f )

v∈{0,1} n=1 f ∈{0,1}

where P (V) cancels out due to equal distribution and p(cn |Fn ) is the current fg
or rather bg model of the nth camera.
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Evaluation

For evaluation, we used the HumanEva [17] data set II, S2 with 4 cameras and
our own dancer sequence recorded with a calibrated camera system consisting of
8 Prosilica GE680 cameras which have been set up in a circular configuration.
Our video streams were recorded externally triggered using NorPix StreamPix 4.
Both sequences contain scenes of a person moving in the fg (i.e. in the 3d
volume). In our own scene, additional noise is generated by persons and objects
moving in the bg and by windows in the recording room with trees in the front,
which results in shadows and illumination changes.
We compared 3 approaches: 1. proposed approach, 2. static a priori learned
bg GMM with adaptive fg GMM, 3. static a priori learned bg GMM. In general after one additional frame already our proposed algorithm learned better
discrimination models to distinguish between fg and bg. The results became a
lot better over time compared to the algorithms with static bg GMMs relating
compensation of perturbations and closing holes in silhouettes (cf. fig. 6).
On our sequence with changing bgs, the proposed algorithm performed clearly
much better compared to the approach using a static bg GMM and an adaptive
fg GMM (cf. fig. 3). The proposed algorithm was able to remove most of the
motions of the persons outside the volume by learning it into the bg GMM in
typically 1 frame. Nevertheless, there were some interferences between fg and bg,
e.g. in frames 800 and 1000 which result from step 4 of our algorithm (cf. p. 3)
in which by definition bg is integrated very cautiously in the bg GMM in areas
close to fgs. But due to the redundancy of camera views, those artifacts do not
pertube the 3d reconstruction, which can be seen in fig. 4. It is obvious, that our
approach leads to significantly better reconstructions in dynamic scenarios.
We manually labeled images of the HumanEva data set (cf. fig. 5) and of
our dancer sequence in order to measure the quantitative errors of the proposed
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Fig. 3. In the dancer sequence, a person dances in the 3d volume while others walk
around the volume and move objects to generate perturbations. Further noise result
from windows on the left. Row 1: Images from randomly chosen camera. Row 2: Results
with a priori learned bg and adaptive fg. Row 3: Our proposed algorithm. Please note
the interferences between fg and bg in frames 800 and 1000 and compare with fig. 4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. 3d reconstructions from critical frames 800 (a) and 1000 (b) (cf. fig. 3). Interferences are compensated by redundancy. 3d reconstruction influenced by noise (c) with
static bg GMM and adaptive fg GMM and (d) with our proposed approach. Note the
reconstruction of the feet. Our proposed approach is obviously achieving better results.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5. Images of frame 419 of the evaluated HumanEva data set: (a) Image of camera 3,
(b) hand labeled image, (c) algorithm with static bg GMM, (d) our proposed algorithm.
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algorithm. The error of missclassified fg and bg has been measured, summed and
the total error percentage has been calculated. The results are shown in fig. 6.
It is obvious that on the HumanEva data set our proposed adaptive algorithm
leads to much better results over time than the algorithms with the a priori
learned bgs. The results on our dancer sequence with moving objects in the bgs
and lighting influences from the window front, show that our proposed fully
adaptive algorithm is easily outperforming the static ones in such scenarios.

HumanEva Sequence

Dancer Sequence
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Fig. 6. Evaluation of three algorithms: (1) Adaptive+F = proposed algorithm,
(2) Static+F = static bg GMM, adaptive fg GMM, (3) Static = static bg GMM.
Left: total pixel error rates of the HumanEva dataset (all cameras). Right: Total error
rates of dancer sequence with moving bgs (randomly chosen camera). It is obvious that
our combined adaptive algorithm is outperforming the ones with static bgs in all cases.
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Discussion

We presented a novel approach for fg/bg segmentation in non-static environments with permanently changing bgs and lighting influences using a combination of probabilistic fg and bg learning techniques and probabilistic 3d reconstruction. The algorithm works very reliable in static as well as dynamic scenarios, containing extensive perturbations due to moving persons and objects.
We showed in a quantitative analysis on manually labeled images that our approach is outperforming conventional approaches with a priori learned bgs and
adaptive fg models in both, static as well as dynamic scenarios. The resulting 3d
reconstructions were presented and it is obvious that silhouette artifacts which
may arise from moving bg at the silhouettes borders have nearly no significant
influence on the shape of the 3d reconstruction due to the redundant information of multiple cameras. Additionally, our approach leads to much better 3d
reconstructions in case of perturbations due to changing bgs and, thus, should
be preferred over static bg GMMs in the described or similar scenarios.
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